
 iLOFT COLLECTION
VIDEO DOOR ENTRY SYSTEMS

Hands-free





Pure lines. Essence. Seduction. 
A contemporary jewel.

Beauty sustained by high performance electronics 
make iLOFT the designer´s choice.

Featuring audio and video versions, flush and 
surface mounting versions, colour options 
and complements: there is an iLOFT model 
for each style.

Welcome to the iLOFT COLLECTION.



All iLOFT monitors feature a high resolution 3,5´´ TFT 
and high performance audio levels. All set for 
perfect communication.

Multifunctional buttons are ready for intuitive user 
operation and configuration through an OSD 
navigation menu.

The highest manufacturing standards for materials 
and finishes give iLOFT monitors a special touch.

Discover the iLOFT COLLECTION.

iLOFT has been requested by meticulous architects, 

design consultants and real estate developers worldwide. 

Reflections is an example.

Located in Singapore, near its historical seafront, Reflections is 

a 2 million m2 residential compound designed by Daniel Libeskind. 

Six skyscrapers and eleven lower blocks for which iLOFT was 

the perfect match.

AN iLOFT REFERENCE



“Created by Benedito Design Studio, in Barcelona. 
A powerhouse for european industrial design that has been 

setting trends for the past 35 years”.





iLOFT MONITORS



An ABS body dressed by a transparent 
polycarbonate sheet for the glossiest finish.

Once flush-mounted, its maximum thickness is 
just 13 mm from the wall, making it compact, 
light weight and ultra slim.

Flush Monitor: 131x197x58. 
FERMAX flush box: 108x158x45. 
Universal flush box: 114x174x50. 

MEASURES (mm)

FLUSH
iLOFT

ref.5620 VDS FLUSH iLOFT MONITOR
ref.5612 BUS2 FLUSH iLOFT MONITOR
ref.5611 4+N FLUSH iLOFT MONITOR
ref.5630 iLOFT FLUSH BOX

REFERENCES

13mm

45mm

197mm

131mm







iLOFT surface monitor stands out for 
convenient and simple installation.

Wall fitted, it requires no building works 
and can be installed onto any kind of wall.

Surface monitor: 131x197x36. 

ref.5614 VDS SURFACE iLOFT MONITOR
ref.5615 BUS2 SURFACE iLOFT MONITOR

REFERENCES

MEASURES (mm)

197mm

131mm 36mm

SURFACE
iLOFT





iLOFT COMPLEMENTS



iLOFT TELEPHONE

MEASURES (mm)

REFERENCES

An audio terminal for simpler installations 
or as a secondary unit. Slim and light, 
the iLOFT telephone represents the 
modesty of elegance.

Still, it is also a technological achievement 
of digital audio processing to ensure 
high-quality and echo and interference 
free communication.

Built in signalling LEDs and clear 
iconography for its pushbuttons 
make its operation and configuration 
extremely intuitive.

THE PERFECT COMPLEMENT

ref.5601 VDS iLOFT TELEPHONE

Telephone: 90x146,5x20. 

90mm
20mm

146,5mm



VOLUME CONTROL





CRYSTAL FRAME

Both iLOFT and iLOFT PURE monitors 
feature a new accesory: 
the iLOFT crystal frame.

A 6 mm thick bevelled glass 
to be integrated in the most cutting-edge 
homes. Just for the sake of aestethics or 
as a practical accessory to cover signs 
or gaps left by an older equipment.

ref.5631 iLOFT GLASS FRAME

REFERENCES

Frame: 189x256x6. 

MEASURES (mm)





Different homes, personal colours.

Each home has its style and colours 
are a tool for expression. 
iLOFT encourages customization 
of the spaces. 

A colour touch below 
the polycarbonate skin. 

Gold, Silver and Black are now 
available in addition to the standard 
white.

As a painter´s board, iLOFT is a 
vehicle for beauty.

ref.5633 SILVER COVER
ref.5634 BLACK COVER
ref.5635 GOLD COVER

REFERENCES

SILVER

ref.5633

BLACK

ref.5634

ref.5635

GOLD

COLOUR RANGE





TECHNICAL INFO



3,5” TFT HIGH RESOLUTION
COLOUR SCREEN

MICROPHONE

LOUDSPEAKER OUTPUT

STATUS LED
Red for stand-by mode
Blue for communication mode

MULTI-FUNCTION PUSHBUTTONS

Intuitive and user-friendly, iLOFT is designed to run without any specific user configuration.
Image will come up to the screen whenever a call is received. 

 opens the two way audio channel for crystal clear hands-free conversation. 
 opens the access to the visitor.

Communication ends automatically after 90 seconds or when  is pressed again.



AUTOMATIC AND 
HANDS-FREE OPERATION 

MULTI-FUNCTION PUSHBUTTONS

Open/close audio and video communication with outdoor entry panel.

Open-door pushbutton for access doors to the building/home and 
guard unit calls.

Camera-on  turns on the outdoor entry panel camera for a peak outside 
without having received a call.

 F1-F2 For additional functions set up by the installer such as calling the lift, 
switching a light, call to guard unit or activating a secondary relay.

Digital menu for ring tone selection, volume control and video settings. 





USER SELECTION

Settings Selection

Not Disturb Function Inductive Loop Selection

Melodies Selection

A simple and easy OSD menu, available 
in some versions, allows any user to make 
the most of the iLOFT functionalities.

• Doormatic function: allows the monitor 
to be set, for a given time period, to open 
the door automatically upon receiving a call.

• Ring tone selection: different melodies 
discriminating by the origin of the call: main 
outdoor entry panel, secondary access entry 
panel and door bell.

• Do Not Disturb: silent calls for those 
relaxing moments.

 Fermax for integration.

Inductive hearing loop comes as a 
standard with any iLOFT Collection terminal 
for transmission to hearing aid devices. 



Programming

Screw monitor base 
to wall.

Fasten the installation 
cables to the connectors 
on the back of the monitor.

Anchor the monitor, fitting 
it to the tabs on the base.

Mount the front cover, 
securing it to the left and 
closing with a slight tilt.

1

2

3

SURFACE

FLUSH

Install FERMAX flush box 
(ref.5630) or a standard box 
(114x174x50mm).

Fit the installation cables to 
the monitor connector.

Screw the monitor to the 
flush box and program it 
with the house unit number.

Mount the cover from 
the upper part and swing 
downwards to make it fit.

Once the cover is mounted, 
set the volume/scenes/colour 
level with the multifunction 
pushbuttons.

1
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INSTALLATION
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2 Connectors
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Design: FERMAX ELECTRÓNICA S.A.U.
Photography: Enric Pérez.

Cityline Outdoor Panel

iLOFT COLLECTION REFERENCES

Complements

Telephone 5601 iLoft VDS Telephone

Flush Box 5630 iLoft Flush box

Glass Frame 5631 Crystal iLoft Frame

FronTal

Covers

5633 iLoft Silver Cover

5634 iLoft Black Cover

5635 iLoft Gold Cover

Monitors

Flush surFaCe

vds 5620 iLoft Monitor 5614 iLoft Monitor

Bus2 5612 iLoft Monitor 5615 iLoft Monitor

4+n 5611 iLoft Monitor
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